30 Ways to Share CTE Month

- Invite Industry speakers to classes
- Have students send letters to Legislature and Administration
- Share an Agriculture Education Fact Sheet
- Podcast with individual teachers and students
- Use ACTEN or CTE stationary

- Share a Business & Marketing Education Fact Sheet
- Vehicle decals for CTE and CTSO's
- Press release for CTSOs about CTE

- Collaborate with other CTE teachers in your building
- Share a Family & Consumer Science Fact Sheet
- Create a website for your CTE or program or CTSO

- Invite school board, parents, business leaders, and policy makers to classrooms, competitions, discussion panels, interviews
- Share a Skilled & Technical Sciences Fact Sheet
- Create a CTSO video about partnering CTE’s

- Share videos explaining CTE
- Share a Nebraska CTE Fact sheet
- Create a CTSO video about partnering CTE’s

- Use ACTEN or CTE hashtags at school and CTSO events to publicize all things in your program
- CTE Updates through Social Media; post an infographic about
- Email signature with CTE and ACTEN membership

- Invite Administration into classrooms and CTSO competitions to be guest judges
- CTE School Presentations during Professional Development days

- Present to your local school board
- Attend Career Fairs with students
- Students apply for CTE Scholarships

- Live streaming classroom activities and CTSO events
- Participate in or create CTE Webinars
- Host a career fair for all CTE programs

- CTE Booth at Parent Teacher Conferences
- Student and School CTE Spotlights in local newspapers and online
- Apply or nominate someone for a ACTEN CTE Award

Access the ACTE website to find out more about CTE Month